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TOOLS
KLEIN HOLE SAW KITS

Klein Hole Saws feature bimetal cobalt 
construction which allows for heavyduty 
cutting; they can cut through studs in one 
pass. They also have multiple knockout 
slots and holes for easy core removal. 
Carbide grit hole saws work well for 
cutting abrasive materials and offer a 
smooth cut with minimal tearout.                       
Electrician’s Hole Saw Kit 
Contains the most popular sizes for 

basic electrical work. Hole Saws: 7/8”, 11/8”, 13/8”, 13/4”, 2”, 21/2” 
Arbors: 7/16” (qty.2) P/N 1200969 ............................. .

JOurNEYMAN’S HOlE SAw KIT - The most frequently used sizes and 
an arbor extension for hard to reach spots. Hole Saws: 3/4”, 7/8”, 11/8”, 
13/8”, 11/2”, 13/4”, 2”, 21/4”, 21/2” Arbors: 1/4”, 7/16” (qty.2), arbor 
extension P/N 1200970 ............................. .

MASTEr ElECTrICIAN’S HOlE SAw KIT - Includes the most com
monly used saws and arbors. Hole Saws: 7/8”, 11/8”, 13/8”, 13/4”, 2”, 
21/2”, 3”, 35/8”, 41/8”, 41/2” Arbors: 1/4”, 7/16” (qty.2)
 P/N 1200971 ............................. .

lArgE SIzE HOlE SAw KIT - Contains necessary sizes to upgrade a 
basic hole saw kit into a master set. Hole Saws: 3”, 35/8”, 41/8”, 41/2” 
Arbors: 7/16” P/N 1200972 ............................. .

GREASE JOINT REJUVENATOR - 
PROFESSIONAL MODEL

Have you ever tried to push grease in 
through a grease fitting and couldn’t? 
The Grease Joint Rejuvenator opens 
clogged grease joints and fittings 
effortlessly in less than a minute!
• Opens clogged grease fittings & 
joints
• Cleans and replenishes old and dirty 
grease fittings
• Loosens dried grease in joints
• Cleans ways and stays in milling 
machines and lathes
• Lubricates bearings on farm, lawn & 
construction equipment.
How it works: Remove the piston end 
and fill the tool with penetrating oil. 
Then place the end over the grease 
fitting and tap on the piston head with 

a hammer until it starts to move down into the tool body. The hydraulic 
pressure created by tapping on the piston forces the penetrating oil into 
the grease joint where the blockage is and loosens the old hardened 
grease (or dirt), flushing the blockage and clearing the way for new 
grease 
Grease Joint Rejuvenator (Pro Model)........P/N 1201038 .................... .

 ENGINE CALIBRATION & SET-UP KIT

The Engine Calibration & Setup Kit gives you innovative tools that help 
eliminate mistakes when setting up mechanical engine timing sequenc
es, timing chains, timing belts, balance shafts and belts, distributor 
installations and general engine setup.
Kit includes:  •Standard 6” (14mm) and Extended 10.75”
(14mm) •TDC Indicators
•Compression Gauge Extension
•Compression Whistle Alert™
•Crank Stopper
•18mm & 12mm Spark Plug Hole Adapters, extra nipple for compression 
tube to whistle conversion.
Engine Calibration & SetUp Kit ......... P/N 1201040 ............................ .

COMPRESSION WHISTLE ALERT
     

No more burning your fingers and hands! Just Listen!
Insert Whistle Alert™ into any 14mm spark plug hole and bump the 
engine until you hear the whistle. You are now on the compression stroke!                
• Easily find Top Dead Center compression stoke
• Turn engine over from inside the car and listen for the whistle.
• Made of steel and aluminum
• Made and assembled in the USA.
Whistle Alert (Rigid) ...........................P/N 1201039 .............................. .
Whistle Alert (Flex) ............................P/N 1201041 .............................. .

KLEIN ELECTRICIAN TOOL SETS
Designed for beginner and experienced 
wirers, these tool sets range in size from a 
basic 14piece assortment to the 41piece 
comprehensive collection. Each set con
tains Klein premium products, such as wire 
stripper/cutters, screwdrivers, and pliers, 
plus protective eye wear and a pouch 
or tool bag for toting and storage. Each 
set offers a cost savings when compared 
to buying the tools separately. Tools in 
Electricians sets have standard handles. 

Tools in Journeyman sets have state of the art dualmaterial handles 
which provide a superior grip without  sacrificing tool strength or durabil
ity.
14Piece Electrician Tool Set ......................P/N 1200819 ......................
18Piece Journeyman Tool Set ...................P/N 1200821 ......................
28Piece Electrician Tool Set ......................P/N 1200820 ......................
41Piece Journeyman Tool Set ...................P/N 1200822 ......................

KEARNEY SWAGER
This portable, handoperated roll type swag
ing machine will swage MS type terminals 
onto galvanized and stainless steel cables 
from 1/16” diameter up to and including 
3/16” diameter. Includes machine, a full set 
of roll dies, terminal gauges and feed guide 
adapt ers & instructions in a steel carrying 
case. Wt. 95 lbs. New manufacture. All 
replacement parts available. Special order
 P/N 1201188 .................... .

SOFT JAW PLIERS
This new tool is suitable for loosening 
and tightening threaded locking col
lars of electrical connectors without 
marring the gripping surfaces of the 
collars. Excellent for use on AN and 
MS connectors, plated pipe and fittings, 

plastics, glass and ceramics. The soft jaws will not crack or chip plating. 
Ideal for rod, tube or sheet.  Grip Range: 3/4” to 21/2” dia. Made from 
heattreated steel with black oxide finish. Meets government. Specs. 
American Made. P/N 1216800 .......................

FLYING WIRE TENSIOMETER
This tool is used for 
setting the tension 
on flying wires from 

1/4”  1/2”.  Tension ranges from 200 lbs. to 2400 lbs. Can also be used 
for setting drag, antidrag wire tension. Ideal for use on Stearmans, 
Wacos, and Pitts, etc. To use this tool you will need a torque wrench.
 P/N 1212500 ..................... .


